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      Cherubic Hound protect and maintain the tombs of their summoners. Tall, emaciated humanoids, often horned and armed with dripping, knife-like teeth, Conservators are charged with the preservation of ancient and elaborate No. Enc.: 1d4 (2d4) burial sites from all and any alteration. Only half Alignment: Chaotic present on the Physical plane, Conservators may move Movement: 150' (50') through solid matter at will but are only able to travel Fly: 180' (60) up to 4d100 feet from the site to which they are bound. Armor Class: 6 Eternally bored, Conservators will be proactive in their Hit Dice: 4+1 duties, patrolling the vicinity of their burial sites for Attacks: 1 potential threats. Due to their semi-physical presence, Damage: 2-8 Conservators can only be struck by magic weapons and Save: F2 have a 25% chance of taking half-damage from even Morale: 9 these successful blows. Despite their dreadful strength, Hoard Class: None Conservators cannot abide the Sign of the Cross and XP: 200 must save vs. Petrify or Paralyze or be unable to attack the symbol's wielder for 1d4 rounds. They attack with Mastiffs with the giggling, upside-down faces of their two talons and slavering bite and those hit by children, Cherubic Hounds can be found in the them for the first time must save vs. Spell themselves hunting-packs of Devils and powerful Necromancers. or fall under effects of a Fear Spell for 1d6 rounds. Cherubic Hounds can see Invisible creatures and, once Once per day a Conservator may cast the following they have consumed a portion of a target's hair or nails, spells: Invisibility, Protection from Good 10' Radius can track them unerringly and without pause. Though and Animate Dead. The method for their summoning is they fly when on the hunt, Cherubic Hounds descend to described in full in the Book of St. Richard and requires the ground in combat to attack their prey with their not only the ritualistic sacrifice of a member of the savage bite. The howl of a Cherubic Hound, which can Clergy but the casting of Symbol and Instant Summons. be performed once per day, has the effect of a Knock spell on all locks within 60'. In addition, any within the range of the Cherubic Hound's howl must save vs. Dribbling Osseinate Spell or become paralyzed with fear for 1d4 rounds. Those suffering the effects of the hounds' howl cannot be affected again until they have rested for eight hours. No. Enc.: 3d4 (3d10) Even though locks are useless against a pack, the Alignment: Chaotic hounds are unable to pass through doors above which a Movement: 60' (20') Cross has been hung. Armor Class: 7 Hit Dice: 1 Crypt Conservator Attacks: 1 Damage: 1-4+special or by weapon Save: F1 Morale: 12 No. Enc.: 1 Hoard Class: None Alignment: Lawful XP: 20 Movement: 120' (40') Armor Class: 3 The undead remnants of those who perished from the Hit Dice: 7+1 Devil's Tar, Dribbling Osseinates appear as skeletons Attacks: 3 covered in a black, syrupy fluid that reeks of the grave. Damage: 2-5/2-5/1-8 (2 claws, bite) Although occasionally armed with weaponry, most Save: F8 Osseinates will attack with their oozing, ragged finger Morale: 12 bones. This attack deals 1d4 points of damage and Hoard Class: As protected Tomb spatters their opponent with the Osseinates' tarry XP: 2450 coating. This fluid begins to eat away at the victim's flesh, dealing an additional point of damage per round Called forth from the bowels of hell, Crypt for the next 1d4 consecutive rounds. An opponent may Conservators are semi-corporeal demons bound to only be affected in this manner by one Osseinate at any Damage: By weapon, see below given time. Any opponent who is killed by these foul Save: F1 creatures will themselves animate as a Dribbling Morale: 10 Osseinate within 1d6 hours unless their remains are Hoard Class: XIX burnt or a Remove Curse spell is cast. XP: 25/50 Gloomonculus Devoted to violence, the Grim-Faced Misanthrope has renounced all claim to civilized society and taken up a life of maundering brutality. Though often solitary No. Enc.: 0 (1d6) butchers, Misanthropes may band together in loosely Alignment: Chaotic organized groups dedicated to sadistic pursuits As a Movement: 120' (40') highwayman, cutthroat or sadistic bandit, the Armor Class: 6 Misanthrope cares little for worldly possessions, Hit Dice: 2+1 seeking only murder and death. Upon being brought to Attacks: 2 zero or lower hp for the first time in a combat, the Damage: 1-4/1-6 (claws, bite) Misanthrope can make a save vs. Poison or Death to Save: F2 regain 1d6 hp. Groups of Misanthropes composed of Morale: 12 more than ten individuals will be led by a Superior, a Hoard Class: None veteran with four Hit Dice who deals +1 with XP: 40 successful attacks. Each Misanthrope will be armed with a random array of armor and weaponry, detailed Their recipe only hinted at even within the Caecus below. Codex, few now possess the knowledge required to create Gloomonculi and fewer still are willing to Misanthrope Arms Table perform the dread ritual their birth demands. Fashioned from the corpses of those hanged for murder, 1: Chain mail, short sword & short bow. Gloomonculi are undead servants and guardians of 2: Leather, two-handed sword. Necromancers invested with a portion of their Master's 3: Chain mail, Shield & spiked club (1d6+1). shadow. Appearing as decaying, animated corpses 4: Leather, long sword & shield. partially shrouded in a dim, shadowy fog, Gloomonculi 5: Splint mail, short sword & heavy crossbow. attack with their gnarled claws and jagged, broken 6: Splint mail, mace and shield. teeth. The wounds they deal are so terrible that they cannot be healed by natural means. Created by foul, Necromantic magic, Gloomonculi may only be Loathsome Dweller damaged by silver or magical weapons. Once per day, a Gloomonculus may cast Darkness. In order to create a Gloomonculus, the spells Animate Dead and Continual No. Enc.: 1 (1d8) Darkness must be cast by a Magic User of at least 10th Alignment: Chaotic level upon the corpse of someone, rightly or wrongly, Movement: 120' (40') hanged for murder. Each Gloomonculus created Armor Class: 4 reduces their maker's maximum Hit Points by one as a Hit Dice: 6 + 1 sliver of their shadow is forever bound to the creature, Attacks: 3 (2 claws, proboscis) even after it is destroyed. Damage: 1-6/1-6/2-9 Save: F6 Grim-Faced Misanthrope Morale: 10 Hoard Class: XIX XP: 675 No. Enc.: 1d6 (3d6) Loathsome Dwellers are inhabitants of only the most Alignment: Chaotic noisome, desolate or inhospitable environments. Movement: 90' (30') Cadaverous bipeds with a single, glowing eye, Armor Class: As armor, see below Dwellers are shrouded in sheets of greasy hair through Hit Dice: 1 + 1 which a grasping, snake-like proboscis periodically Attacks: 1 emerges. Due to this natural camouflage, Dwellers the DM or determined randomly. Thus a 5hd Grimoire surprise on a 1-3 out of 6 while in swamps or within would contain 1d4 spells of levels 1, 2 and 3 and be heavy forest. Connoisseurs of sadism, Dwellers attract able to cast up to three 1st level spells, two 2nd level and their luckless prey through the use of their single, one 3rd. A Grimoire can only cast a particular spell it yellow eye, an organ that has the ability to project contains once, after which the spell disappears from its illusion as the Phantasmal Force spell up to three times pages. a day. Using this power, Dwellers will project the When destroyed, the pages of spells the Grimoire had illusion of solid ground over spiked pits, wounded not yet cast may be removed and used as scrolls. strangers seeking aid or other such deceptive imagery. Marsh Denizen If its prey is not neutralized by its traps, the Dweller will attack with its vicious claws and writhing proboscis. Made of strange stuff, the Dweller regenerates 3hp a round starting three rounds after the Dweller has first been injured. Damage dealt by fire, No. Enc.: 2d4 (1d6x10) however, cannot be regenerated. Mainly solitary, Alignment: Chaotic Dwellers may sometimes come together in small Movement: 120' (40') groups for inscrutable purposes or awful rituals which Armor Class: 6 almost always require the consumption of living human Hit Dice: 1 flesh. Dwellers speak their own language, that of Attacks: 1 Marsh Denizens and 50% of them also know Common. Damage: 1-6 or by weapon Save: F1 Morale: 8 Malevolent Grimoire Hoard Class: VII XP: 10 No. Enc.: 1d4 (1d10) Scaled, unsavory and only vaguely humanoid, Marsh Alignment: Chaotic Denizens are the feared inhabitants of the myriad bogs, Movement: 40' (10') swamps and fens of the land. Worshipers of Devils, and Fly: 150' (50') worse, they haunt the fringes of their wetland domains, Armor Class: 6 ever watchful for unwary travelers to sacrifice beneath Hit Dice: 1-6 their strange, rune-covered monoliths. Usually Attacks: 1 attacking with their knife-like claws, Marsh Denizens Damage: 1-6 have also been known to be armed with spears and Save: F1 slings. When encountered in groups of more than Morale: 12 twenty individuals, Marsh Denizens will be in the Hoard Class: See below company of a Loathsome Dweller. Denizens speak XP: 25-550 their own inscrutable language of shrill cheeps and high-pitched keening. Like moisture, Grimoires occasionally absorb the Tomb Serf atmosphere of the unholy places they are kept in. Even more rarely, this blasphemous infusion imbues a tome, not only with the power of movement, but with the diabolical ability to use its own contents. Malevolent Grimoires are found in the lairs of evil cults, the No. Enc.: 2d4 (3d10) libraries of Necromancers and other any place devoted Alignment: Chaotic to the triumph of evil forces. Grimoires can fly in a Movement: 60' (20') fluttering, jerking manner and attack with the sharp Armor Class: 6 edges of their pages, the lash of book ribbons or cruel Hit Dice: 1 teeth temporarily formed from their bindings. In Attacks: 1 addition to this, Malevolent Grimoires may use the Damage: 1-6 or 1-4 spells they contain. A Grimoire casts as a Magician of a Save: 0 level human level equal to their hit dice and contains 1d4 Magician Morale: 8 spells of each level available to them either chosen by Hoard Class: None XP: 10 damage and has latched on to their opponent, dealing Bred by darkest magic from grave worms, Tomb an automatic 1d4 points of damage on successive Serfs are child-like, two-headed humanoids with black, rounds until they are killed or voluntarily detach. beady eyes and leech-like mouths. Their recipe found During this time the Tomb Serf may make no other in Grimoires both rare and common, Tomb Serfs are attacks. The creation of Tomb Serfs requires an ample encountered wherever Necromancy is practiced. The supply of corpse-fed maggots and the casting of Curse Tomb Serf's needle-like claws deal 1d6 points of and Massmorph. damage on a successful hit, but they may instead choose to use their desanguinating jaws. With a successful hit, the Tomb Serf deals 1d4 points of a 
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